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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION  
 
 
1. Background of the research 

1.1. Rationale 

After nearly four years of studying at Hanoi University of Foreign Studies, I feel 

more and more confident with my skills and knowledge of English that I have 

been taught here. Since the first year I have made certain progresses in improving 

my English thanks to my HUFS teachers. The graduation is coming soon and up 

to now I feel no regret choosing English as my major. My love for English has 

grown up and flourished gradually. Of all subjects, I have a fancy for translation 

the most and I’m not the only one. My class often has discussion time in which 

we find out translation mistakes, give comments and suggestions, and then do the 

corrections with the guidance of teachers. I myself feel enthusiastic and inspired 

by such discussions.  

Another interest of mine goes to movies, which seems to have nothing to do with 

translation. However, it really does. Have you ever had a steady and earnest look 

at the title at the very beginning of the movie? Have you ever queried yourself 

what it implies, what hides behind it and how it is attached to the movie? Have 

you ever wondered why the translated title is so strange and different from the 

original one? And have you ever tried to translate it back into English? If you 

have, you might define the link between my topic and movies. And an idea 

suggests itself to me. With this graduation paper, I stand a unique chance of 

combining my favorite subject and my passionate love for movies. 

Surprisingly, I have found out that many people (almost movie fans) share my 

interest and concern about movie title. Just surfing movie articles or glancing at 
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any movie fan club forum you can bump into such topics as “Best and worst 

translations of film titles” posted on http://www.translatorscafe.com August 

20th, 2003; “Translation of  movie titles is worse and worse” or “Film and movie 

name” on http://www.dienanh.net June 17th, 2005; “Movie title” on 

http://home.att.net; “Talking about film titles” on 

http://www.moviesboom.com; “Let’s translate movie title into Vietnamese” on 

http://www.yxine.com/forum August 2nd 2003; “Movie titles in Japanese” on 

http://japanese.about.com; “Movie titles in German” on 

http://german.about.com, etc. The quality of title translation is in great concern 

not only in Vietnam but also in other countries. This gives me inspiration and 

urges me to do a research on this topic. Hopefully, my work may benefit a large 

number of people including HUFS students who are interested in a part-time job 

as translators in general and movie translators in particularly. 

 

1.2. Scope of the research 

Bound by time limitation, I’d like to rivet my attention on movie titles – an 

integral and specific part of movies. Due to the fact that few Vietnamese movies 

are exported to other countries and Vietnamese-English movie translation is not 

in great demand, my research is narrowed to English-Vietnamese movie title 

translation only and it aims at: 

Providing major principles which are helpful in movie title translation 

Giving several strategies to HUFS students who are doing part-time job 

involved film subtitle translation or might be prospective movie translators  

Analyzing a large number of translated titles of movies which have been 

released and shown in Vietnam to draw experience in translation 
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Conducting a survey targeting at screen translators for better understanding of 

screen translation 

I hope that the above targets may be reached in the best way and my research will 

receive contributive comments from my teachers and friends. 

 

1.3. Key words in the research 

No Key word Meaning 

1.  Adaptation The act or process of adapting, or fitting 

2.  Aesthetic effect An effect concerning the appreciation of beauty 
or good taste 

3.  Commercial effect An effect of having profit as a chief aim 

4.  Explication The act of making clear or removing obscurity 
from the meaning of a word or symbol or 
expression etc 

5.  Literal translation Translating each word independently as 
opposed to translating the entire phrase 

6.  Movie 
Synonym: film,  
motion picture, 
screen 

A form of entertainment that enacts a story by a 
sequence of images giving the illusion of 
continuous movement 
 

7.  Movie genre In film theory, genre refers to the primary 
method of film categorization. A "genre" 
generally refers to films that share similarities in 
the narrative elements from which they are 
constructed. 

8.  Title 
Synonym: name 

An identifying name given to a movie 

9.  Translate 
Synonym: render 

To express in another language, while 
systematically retaining the original sense 

10.  Translator A person who renders written works into 
another language. 
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2.  Abstract of the research 

My research consists of seven chapters. Certainly, Chapter I plays the function of 

an introductory part providing readers with background and organization of the 

research. A brief on translation and movie translation is found at Chapter II. It 

will provide several typical definitions of translation as well as produce an 

overview of motion picture translation. Chapter III presents movie titles, which 

helps readers define functions of titles and role of translators. The last three 

chapters have the most significance of the whole research. The fourth chapter 

introduces some features of English movie titles and provides four major 

principles of the translation including faithfulness, cultural awareness, 

consideration of movie genre and combination of commercial and aesthetic 

effects. Those will guide translators in translating and give us tools in assessing a 

title. The chapter also provides a lot of examples to illustrate its points. With the 

help of Chapter V, readers will find possible translation strategies with a series of 

interesting and familiar movie titles. The next chapter will present the survey on 

movie translators in Hanoi which will give us various viewpoints of those who 

have been doing an interesting and challenging job. The last chapter will sum up 

the whole graduation paper. 
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CHAPTER II: OVERVIEW 
 
1. A brief on translation 

This paper will be incomplete if the concept of translation is not referred. So 

what is translation? As stated by Katharine Barnwell in her “Bible translation” 

(1986), translation is re-telling, as exactly as possible, the meaning of the original 

message in a way that is natural in the language into which the translation is 

being made. This concept is shared by Magdy M. Zaky who defines translation 

is, above all, an activity that aims at conveying meaning or meanings of a given-

linguistic discourse from one language to another, rather than the words or 

grammatical structures of the original (2000). Obviously, the two concepts focus 

on the meaning that can be abstracted from the source-language to convey it into 

target-language in the most natural way.  

Another definition is made by Thomas G Mansella, in which he defines 

translation is the rendering of written communication across barriers created by 

different languages and cultures. Here, the barriers in terms of language and 

culture are mentioned, which make translation one of the most challenging 

works. 

Movie title translation closely links with the concepts above.  Accordingly, 

questions are raised: could the movie content be presented in the title? how to 

make a translated title sound natural in Vietnamese? which barriers do translators 

encounter? They all will be discussed further in Chapter IV and V.  

2. English movie translation at a glance 

Movie industry is booming more than ever before with a series of new movies 

released everyday. It is one of the most exciting and profitable forms of 

entertainment and businesses in the world with a huge number of viewers. The 
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famous center of movie industry - Hollywood, California (the US) or known as 

“the movie capital of the world” is where most of movies are shot and released. 

Of course, the major language used in movies is English. As defined previously 

in the Scope of the research, this paper focuses on English movies only for the 

dominance of English language and Hollywood flourishing motion pictures. 

When an English art work in general or a movie in particular travels to non-

English speaking countries, it is necessary to be translated so that it can be 

approached by majority of viewers. Movie translation helps people overcome 

cultural and language barriers for the better understanding of the movie. 

In fact, before a movie reaches the audience, one of three modes will be applied: 

dubbing, subtitling or voice-over, which all concern translation. Translation is 

necessary, however, the necessity depends on each country. The source-language 

countries or English-speaking countries such as the United States or the United 

Kingdom, where hardly any films are imported, the foreign ones tend to be 

subtitled rather than dubbed. In Britain, film translation does not appear to be a 

significant issue as the great majority of imported films are from the USA and 

require no translation. Countries with high percentage of imported films have a 

great and steady demand for translation such as Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, 

Denmark, Greece…(Agnieszka Szarkowska 2005). Therefore, the more films are 

imported, the more translations have to be done. Problems during language 

transmission process are inevitable due to different factors between the source-

language and the target one. 

Vietnam can be listed in the second category for its great majority of foreign 

films over domestic ones. With the increase in cultural exchanges between 

Vietnam and the rest of the world, especially with the Western countries, the 
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movie has gradually stood out as an important media of communication. Foreign 

movies are showing its dominance at cinemas, television or video market, leading 

to considerable involvement of translators including students. This kind of 

translation has attracted a large number of students who want to try a part-time 

job in film translation centers such as Fafilm, VTC, HTV, VTV, VCTV, Q.net 

and other local televisions. The popular mode in Vietnam’s screen translation is 

voice-over comprising two principle stages of  translation and recording, of 

which the former is the first and foremost one. Another familiar mode is subtitle 

that is the textual version of the dialogue in films and television programs, 

usually displayed at the bottom of the screen (as defined in Wikipedia). Under the 

process of subtitle translation, the meaning is more important than form. This 

process is said to be vulnerable, for translation mistakes are visible on the screen 

and easy to be spotted, requiring special carefulness and responsibility from 

subtitlers whose task is so demanding. 

Although movie translation has been discussed widely in the world, few materials 

are found in Vietnam, particularly ones relating to movie titles. In general, movie 

title translation is often underestimated and it has not received due attention. 

Hopefully, next chapters will help to raise people’s awareness of movie titles. 
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CHAPTER III: MOVIE TITLE 
1. Movie title and its functions 

Let’s begin with a simple question and a simple answer: What is the function of 

the movie title? The fundamental, crucial and prime function is to identify the 

text of the film (Søren Kolstrup 1996). Without this initial identification, we are 

not able to talk about the movie or even distinguish one from another. Movie 

titles are always the first thing that the audience come to know about new 

movies. The title can provide information about the story for the audience by 

summarizing the main plot, uncovering the theme, or offering some ideas. It 

gives a means for guiding audience’s guess and understanding of the content in a 

direct or indirect way. Even if the title is vague, abstract or hard to capture the 

meaning, at least it may provide us a certain notion of the film. On the other 

hand, the title is an integral part of the movie.  

In addition to this obvious function of the title, we can indicate another major 

function namely an attracter which can create commercial effect. The title might 

play a remarkable role in  movie’s promotion, drawing attention from TV 

viewers or moviegoers. It takes the key position on advertisements and posters 

which create the very first impression about the movie on viewers. An 

interesting, attractive and curiosity-arousing title on an eye-catching poster will 

surely stop anyone and make them spend money and time to find out what is 

behind the title.  In general, it adds attraction to the movie and stimulates the 

audience’s interest and desire for viewing. 

As said by Lenore Wright in her tutorial “10 ways titles can work for you” 2003, 

first impressions count and great screenplay titles create a positive impression. If 

the title hooks viewers right from glancing at posters, it is a better chance to make 
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them watch. Titles can convey the genre of the movie (Star wars: science 

fiction/action), emphasize conflict or crisis (Home alone), pose an intriguing 

question (Men in black: Who are these cool guys?), conjure up a vivid image 

(Lost horizon), etc. In fact, a title can not cover all these functions, nonetheless, 

the more functions it plays, the more winning it is. In conclusion, a title is able to 

perform various functions and cover many aspects of the movie it stands in. 

2. Movie title translation and translators 

A right choice of movie title translation is a great importance to the successful 

release of a movie. Translators should pay due attention and should not make 

light of the title during movie translation process, for title translation is important 

and challenging. It seems to be easy to transmit a few English words into 

Vietnamese. In fact, the words are simple in meaning but their combination in 

movie title are puzzling. For example, how do you deal with “Some like it hot”, 

“Die hard” or “Die another day”? Such titles often cause headache to movie 

translators and require so much effort and creativeness in translation that they are 

considered “transcreators” by John Yunker in “Transcreation” Gaining 

Momentum 2001. The title can be compared as the movie’s “face” and it should 

be nice-looking to win people’s good impression. Translators then need to be 

responsible for beautifying it with their “make-up tools” of words so that it can 

be presented in the most beautiful and impressive way. In order to be successful 

with a translated title, they should ensure that the translated title meets several 

criteria such as literal factor, commercial factor...which will be discussed in depth 

in next parts. It means they need to invest time and effort in each title – a tiny but 

vital part which can not be neglected. 
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CHAPTER IV: CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGLISH 
MOVIE TITLES AND PRINCIPLES OF ENGLISH 

MOVIE TITLE TRANSLATION 
 

I. Characteristics of English movie titles 

English is a very concise language. The average English word is often shorter 

than its Vietnamese equivalent. On the other hand, it usually needs many 

Vietnamese words to express the meaning of one English word. In addition, most 

words in English have several meanings conveying different meanings using the 

same word in a different context. Characterized by some features of English 

language, similar characteristics can be seen in English movie titles. The best 

translated version is the one can remain those features at the maximum level. 

1. Brief and concise 

English movie titles are usually concise and straight to the point. Many of them 

just contain one to three words including lexical words. The main components 

are nouns with different types such as concrete noun, abstract noun, common 

noun, uncountable noun… (as in The Piano, The Lion King, The Idiot, Star Wars, 

Love Story, Sin City, The Mummy, Road to Perdition…); different formations 

such as compound, abbreviation…(as in Flightplan, Batman, Goldfinger, The 

Godfather,  JFK…). 

In forms of a sentence, they are also succinct and simple in structure. Most of 

them are declarative sentences in both affirmative and negative forms (as in Life 

is beautiful, Something’s gotta give, Tomorrow never dies, The world is not 

enough…); some are imperative ones (as in Kill Bill, Catch me if you can…).  
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English movie titles have simple structure with a subject and a predicate (as in I 

am Sam, Ten things I hate about you, , One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest…) 

                                   

Despite their briefness they are expressive and suggestive words conveying a lot 

of information, covering the movie plot and theme. 

Note:    

- Pictures and images used in the research are official posters of films. 

- The translated titles in Vietnamese are collected from reliable resources of 

movies which have been shown in cinemas and TV, introduced on the media and 

accepted widely. 

2. Descriptive  

Peter Newmark divides titles into two categories: descriptive and allusive. 

Descriptive titles “describe the topic of the text” directly while allusive titles 

“have some kind of referential or figurative relationship to the topic” (Zheng 

Feng 2005). A descriptive title is capable to provide the audience with a general 

idea of a story. For example, “Catch me if you can” (Nếu giỏi hãy bắt tôi) is the 

story about the run and chase of a young con artist and a FBI agent. Meanwhile, 

an allusive title cannot tell the main plot of the movie, but it really relates to the 

story. “Closer” (Xích lại gần nhau) is such a title, which is an intriguing story of 

passion, drama, love, and abandonment involving two couples, which only gets 
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more complicated when the man from the first couple gets acquainted with the 

woman from the second couple (summarized by the Internet Movie Database).  

More descriptive movie titles than allusive ones are found as English language is 

straight to the point. On the contrary, Vietnamese movie titles are often allusive, 

which is characterized by characteristics of Vietnamese (as in Thời xa vắng, 

Cánh đồng hoang, Ai xuôi vạn lí…).Due to the linguistic difference between 

English and Vietnamese, it is not a facile task to remain this feature in the 

translated version. Sometimes translators have to make a choice to translate the 

original title regardless of its descriptiveness or to create a new but descriptive 

one.  

                                 

3. Containing many proper names 

In a Vietnamese movie, usually only famous people or well-known characters in 

novels adapted for the movie can have their names as movie titles as in Nguyễn 

Ái Quốc ở Hồng Kông, Chị Dậu, Chị Tư Hậu…and few such titles are available. 

But an English movie does not always follow this way. Even ordinary people’s 

names can have privilege to be present in the titles. We can take a large number 

of such titles: Evelyn, Mr & Mrs Smith, Win a date with Tad Hamilton, Bridget 

Jones’ Diary, Annie Hall, Finding Nemo, Elektra, Saving Private Ryan, Driving 

Miss Daisy, Bonnie And Clyde, Along Came Polly…These proper names are 
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merely names of characters in the movie. If the audience want to know who 

she/he is, they must watch the movie to find out. 

In addition, English movies also have proper names of settings telling where the 

story occurs, such as Pearl Harbor, Titanic, Casablanca, Manhattan, Notting 

Hill, Wizard of Oz, A Nightmare on Elm Street, Pirates of the Caribbean, 

Sleepless In Seattle… These settings make contribution to the development of the 

story, playing significant role in the plot or having deep meanings to the 

characters. Unlike characters’ names, those of settings are often popular to a large 

number of audiences. Vietnamese titles of the same kind share this feature as 

found in Hà Nội mùa chim làm tổ, Ngã ba Đồng Lộc, Giải phóng Sài Gòn… 

                                 

II. Principles of English movie translation 

1. Faithfulness to the context 

Faithfulness to the context may be the first principle in title translation. The 

context is also called “the invisible in translation” by Abdolmehdi Riazi, 

Ph.D.Associate professor, Department of Foreign Languages & Linguistics 

Shiraz University, Shiraz, Iran at the First International Conference on Language, 

Literature, and Translation in the Third Millennium, Bahrain University, March 

16-18, 2002. In screen translation, the context embraces movie details. It is 

conventionally believed that familiarity with the source and target languages, as 
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well as the subject matter to be translated is enough for a good translation. In 

fact, however, the role of context in screen translation now seems crucial. Taking 

the context into consideration is a promising tool in performing more impressive 

Vietnamese titles. 

The faithfulness is shown in the way that the title should be in either direct or 

indirect connection with the movie itself or in other words, it should suggest one 

of the followings: event, plot, main actor/actress, theme, place, spirit…which are 

mentioned in the movie, or in David Stensaltz’s word, “if possible convey an 

accurate impression of the film’s contents” 2001. Let analyze an example, “Red 

eye” – a newly released thriller movie starring Rachel 

McAdams (a young hotel manager) and Cillian Murphy (an 

elegant terrorist)  who are on the same flight to Miami. The title 

is word for word translated as “Mắt đỏ” in Vietnamese. At first, 

this title may cause confusion for audience, for with the 

Vietnamese title “Mắt đỏ”, it is not easy to catch the movie 

plot. However, by looking at the English title and watch the film,  we can explain 

how it links to the content. In fact, “red eye” is a term referring to an overnight 

flight operated by an airline roughly during the period from 1:00 to 4:00 AM. 

The term "red-eye" derives from the fatigue symptom of having red eyes during 

the night flight (definition of Wikipedia). The story takes place on such a flight 

and the title “Mắt đỏ” is translated faithfully to the context. With the cited 

example, obviously translators have to respect the original title or at least respect 

the movie story. The excellent title is faithful to both like the case of “Red eye”.           
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2. Consideration of movie genres 

In addition to the context, the genre needs to be taken into account while 

translating the title. The translated title is produced in a way that can convey the 

movie genre. If the genre is comedy, it should be a humorous, funny, cute to 

provoke interest, laughter and curiosity. If it is a romance, the title should be 

gentle and romantic. Similarly, the name of a horror film needs to sound scary, 

threatening or haunting. 

Sample 1: “Chicken-run” is the name of an animated movie 

telling the humorous story of a band of chickens who seek 

escape from their coop by learning how to fly before their 

owners make them all into chicken pot pies. The Vietnamese 

name as “Phi đội gà bay” is an intriguing one, making a good 

match with the genre of animated comedy as well as the 

content. If it is translated as defined in the dictionary “sân nuôi gà vịt” (an 

enclosed yard for keeping poultry), then it is not a successful movie title.  

Sample 2:  “Starsky and Hutch” – a comedy, crime, action 

movie about two detectives named Starsky – the  most 

dedicated undercover and Hutch – a good cop with hazardously 

laidback personality and desire for a quick buck is known in 

Vietnamese under “Cớm chìm, cớm nổi”. The title itself can 

suggest several characteristics about the genres with promising 

fun, laughter, action…to viewers by the use of slang “cớm” and a pair of 

impressive antonymous words “nổi” and “chìm”.                                              

Sample 3: “The Ring” is a suspense/horror and thriller blockbuster in 2002 

telling the story about a cynical journalist whose niece spontaneously dies of 
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fright one week to the day she watched a disturbing video. She travels to the 

Pacific Northwest in search of the tape's origins and its links to a string of 

suicides at a horse ranch. The ring refers to the circle the victim sees and the 

phone ring the victim hears before he dies. If it is translated simply as “Vòng 

tròn” or “Tiếng chuông”, the title is unimpressive, monotonous and boring. 

Adding the word “tử thần”, “Vòng tròn tử thần” is more mysterious and 

threatening, sounding a horror movie. 

 

Those examples may give us a first grasp of the genre’s impact on title 

translation. 

3. Cultural awareness 

According to Even-Zohar, translation is acculturation and negotiation between 

two cultures and translation is now culturally oriented. Due to cultural differences 

between Vietnamese and English, English movie title bears extinctive features of 

its own and lack of cultural awareness and knowledge will lead to mistranslation. 

Sample 1: “American Beauty” – a drama in 1999 telling about Lester Burnham 

- a loser suburbanite rebelling against his dead-end job, bitch-on-wheels wife, 

unloving daughter, and imminent middle-age. His subsequent actions unfold into 

a darkly comic drama laced with a stellar supporting cast and enough roses to fill 

a nursery (summarized by Yahoo Movie Information). When rendering the word 
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“beauty”, translators have to make decision of word choice: “vẻ đẹp” or “người 

đẹp”. The latter meaning is not a good choice, for “American beauty” is a type of 

rose bearing large, long-stemmed purplish-red flowers, according to the 

American Heritage Dictionary Online. 

Thus, the first one “vẻ đẹp” matches in terms of cultural information. The title 

“Vẻ đẹp Mỹ” is a good translation. 

 

Sample 2: Another example is the movie “Amadeus” - an incredible story of 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. The title is a proper name and it can be left 

untranslated as “Amadeus”. If fact, few people know who Amadeus is and they 

may pay no attention to the unknown guy mentioned in the title. However, if the 

translator knows that Amadeus is the mid-name of Mozart, then he/she will 

change it into “Mozart” whose fame is undeniable and needless to comment. 

 

Sample 3: The significance of cultural awareness can be also seen through the 

translation of “Murder at 1600”. Many will be confused of the number 1600 if 
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they do not know that 1600 is a part of the address of the White House (The 

White House: 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20500). In 

addition, this movie is about a homicide investigation at the White House. Thus, 

the version “Án mạng lúc 4 giờ” is unreasonable, resulting from lack of cultural 

awareness. It should be translated as “Án mạng tại Nhà Trắng”. 

 

4. Combination of commercial and aesthetic effects 

Translated titles should be the combination of commercial and aesthetic effects. 

Commercially, despite its briefness, a movie titles is obviously one of the 

movie’s essential components and crucial in marketing and appealing to the 

viewers. Titles are in reference to the performance of commercial and advertising 

functions so as to call the attention of many moviegoers and TV viewers for a 

large profit. Translators are inevitably affected by this purpose. They are 

expected to produce titles with passion, thrill and mystery with the view of 

impressing people as much as possible. However, this function is sometimes 

abused resulting in the fact that some translated titles reflect nothing of the movie 

and suggest nothing of the original titles. Therefore, translators can not go too far 

out of the original and the movie itself. They are expected to  polish the title so 

that it can bring about aesthetic feeling to people. In general, a well-translated 
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title will be characterized by two vital ingredients of commercial and aesthetic 

effects. 

Sample: Let’s take several movie titles as examples:  

- “Just like heaven” (Hồn yêu) 

- “Fever pitch” (Cơn sốt tình yêu) 

- “Wimbledon” (Mắc lưới tình yêu) 

- “Just married” (Yêu là cưới?) 

- “Elizabethtown” (Thị trấn tình yêu) 

- “Head over heels” (Bắt được tình yêu)  

- “Win a date with Tad Hamilton”  (Thế mới là yêu) 

Those are titles which show a quite perfect combination of commercial and 

aesthetic effects. The translated titles sound attractive and quaint to moviegoers 

and they are able to capture movie spirit. The first thing shared by those titles is 

that translated titles seem  to have nothing to do with the original ones but they 

are faithful to the movie plot. Second, although the word “love” can not be found 

in the original ones, “yêu” and “tình yêu” (Vietnamese equivalent words of 

“love”) do make their appearance in translated ones. They are decisive words 

utilized to polish the titles, familiar but never growing old. Besides “death”, 

“love” is one of the “magic words” in movie title translation as said by David 

Steinsaltz 2001. Of course, the majority of moviegoers will prefer to see “Mắc 

lưới tình yêu” to “Giải vô địch quần vợt” or “Yêu là cưới?” to “Mới cưới”, just 

simply because we are often affected by a common psychological effect, under 

which people always seek for the feeling of love and stay enchanted by topics 

relating to love. Employing the magic word is the art of commercial effect-
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oriented-translation, as long as the creation does not separate from the movie 

content. 

                   

It is interesting to discover that not only Vietnamese movie translator but also 

foreign ones are clearly fixated on the magic word “love”. 

 

Samples in movie title translation in Germany: 

Source: www.demog.berkeley.edu/~dstein/papers/film.pdf 

No The original The translated The back-translated 

1.  Alex and the 
Gypsy 

Liebe und andere 
Verbrechen 

Love and other crimes 

2.  Paper marriage Liebe nicht 
inbegriffen 

Love not included 

3.  Only two can play Lieben kann man 
nur zu zweit 

Love can only be done in 
Paris 

4.  A business affair Liebe und andere 
geschafte 

Love and other business 

5.  Cass timberlane Liebe in fesseln Love in chains 
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Samples in movie title translation in Japan: 

Source:http://smt.blogs.com/tokyo_special/2004/11/original_titles.html 

No The original The translated The back-translated 

1.  An Officer and a 
Gentleman 

Aito sei shyuhno 
tabidachi 

A departure of love and 
young days  

2.  Out of Africa Aito kanashimino 
hate 

After love and sorrow 

3.  Terms of 
endearment 

Aito tsuiokunohibi Days of love and memory 

4.  The turning point Aito 
hakirinokanatani 

Days of love and applause  

5.  Gorillas in the 
mist 

Aito kassai nohibi Love is far away in fog  

 

In addition to the four characteristics, it is said that one of crucial factors is that 

the translation is widely accepted. It is true with titles such as “Rain man”, “One 

flew over the Cuckoo’s nest” which will be discussed more in the next part. 
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CHAPTER V: SUGGESTED TRANSLATION 

STRATEGIES 

On the ground of studying relevant materials and references as well as 

analyzing how English movie titles have been translated into Vietnamese, I’d like 

to introduce five major strategies in title rendering. The following techniques fall 

into two main types: respecting the original (keeping the title, literal translation, 

and explication) and removing the original (adaptation, providing a new title). 

Of which, literal translation and adaptation are in common use in general 

translation and other three ones are specific techniques applied on movie titles. 

Basically, the five will clarify and strengthen the four principles presented in 

Chapter IV. Whatever technique is employed, translators always have to bear one 

fundamental principle in mind that new title must be attached to the story in one 

way or another. In order to follow that principle, by default, translators often 

leave the title untranslated until the whole movie has been translated. It is easy to 

explains why movie translators (who translate both the movie and title) often 

produce more accurate and interesting title than title translators (who are, for 

example, reporters in charge of movie column in newspapers). The former can 

connect the movie title to the whole story whereas the latter only translates the 

title in separation, sometimes with the note “temporarily translated as…” As a 

result, wacky and funny titles are produced. Let take the following samples as 

illustrations. 

Sample 1: “Bringing up Baby” is a comedy in which heiress Susan is 

determined to catch a stuffy zoologist and uses her pet leopard, Baby, to help get 

his attention. With such plot, it is obvious that “baby” does not refer to any young 

child but the name of a leopard. Therefore, the translated version “Nuôi con” in 
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the article “Bảng xếp hạng 100 bộ phim hay nhất do AFI bình chọn” by Thanh 

Ha posted on the Saigonnet January 4th 2006 is unreasonable and has nothing to 

do with the movie. The mistake made in translation is due to the ignorance of the 

plot.  

 

Sample 2: “Ocean’s Eleven” is a film about a robber named Ocean just 

released from the prison and his ten companies (a gang of 11 ones) with the heist 

of three Las Vegas Casinos. The version of VTV “11 tên cướp thê kỷ” sounds 

reasonable and understandable compared to the version “Đại dương thứ 11” 

made by My Dung in “Điểm tin điện ảnh” on Can Tho Newspaper Online. 

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, only by having a comprehensive view of the story, fully watching and 

understanding it or at least reading the plot can translators choose the best one. In 

addition, it is needed to combine with one of the following techniques. 
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1. Keeping the original  

The easiest way to translate a film title, clearly, is not to translate it (David 

Steinsaltz 2001). This way is employed when movie titles are proper nouns such 

as names of characters and places (settings), especially ones that are familiar to 

the majority requiring no further explanation. 

Sample 1: Character names 

- Ben Hur (1959) 

- Tom and Jerry (1992) 

- Romeo and Juliet (1996) 

- Evita (1996) 

- Batman & Robin (1997) 

- King Kong (2005) 

Sample 2: Setting names 

- Casablanca (1942) 

- Manhattan (1979) 

- Titanic (1997) 

- Chicago (2002)  

Those titles suffer no change, even transcription. They will satisfy people who 

love English sound of the titles. However, they only count for a minor rate in 

Vietnam and the rest needs to be made clear. This technique is also employed in 

some countries:           
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Samples in movie title translation in China: 

Source: http://yingyu.jituo.net/english/113/18786.html 

No The original The translated The back-translated 

1.  Chicago 芝加哥 Zhi jia ge Chicago 

2.  Casablanca 卡萨布兰卡 Ka sa bu 
lan ka 

Casablanca 

3.  Gandhi 甘地传 Gan di zhuan  Gandhi 
4.  Aladdin 阿拉丁 A la ding Aladdin 

Samples in movie title translation in Russia: 

Source: http://www.kinopoisk.ru/level/1/id_film/3442/ 

No The original The translated The back-translated 

1.  Troy Троя Troy 

2.  Notting Hill Ноттинг Хилл Notting Hill 

3.  Titanic Титаник Titanic 

2. Literal translation 

In literal translation, the source-language constructions are converted to their 

nearest target-language equivalents (Bui Tien Bao & Dang Xuan Thu 1999). 

According to Wikipedia dictionary, literal translation refers to the result of 

translating text from one language to another; translating each word 

independently as opposed to translating the entire phrase. By employing this 

technique, both the form and the content of the original title will be preserved at 

the maximum level. It is sometimes known as word-for-word translation which is 

contrary to thought-for-thought translation. This technique is based on the 

principle of faithfulness to the original and the fact that most of English movie 
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titles contain nouns and noun phrases. It is considered one of the most common 

and simplest ways in title translation. However, it is of great importance to note 

that literal translation is not applicable to all types of movie titles as this 

technique ignores idioms. Most of non-idiomatic descriptive titles and some 

allusive ones may be objects to literal translation providing that they match with 

the content and translated titles sound natural Vietnamese. 

When titles are simply nouns and noun phrases, the translated ones are just 

juxtaposition of Vietnamese equivalence. The question is how to select nice 

words so as to gain aesthetic feeling from the audience. 

Sample 1: “Jurassic Park”: Công viên kỷ Jura 

Sample 2: “Mission: Impossible”: Nhiệm vụ bất khả thi 

Sample 3: “Independence Day”: Ngày độc lập 

Sample 4: “Braveheart”: Trái tim dũng cảm 

Sample 5: “Interview with the Vampire”: Phỏng vấn ma cà rồng 

Sample 6: “Toy Story”: Câu chuyện đồ chơi 

Sample 7: “Panic Room”: Căn phòng đáng sợ 

Sample 8: “The Matrix”: Ma trận 

Sample 9: “The Silence of the Lambs”: Sự im lặng của bầy cừu 

Sample 10: “A Beautiful Mind”: Một tâm hồn đẹp 

                 

Titles including words in forms of V-ing, which conveys both action directly in 

the gerund, or indirectly in the participle and an object or a character, can be 

classified into two categories: titles with present participle and with gerund. V-
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ing structure is popular and numerous in movie titles. The two categories are 

identical in form and the classification will be helpful in translation to some 

extent. 

When the V-ing is a present participle, it behaves like an adjective. Generally, 

English nouns and adjectives often follow the order article-adjective-noun while 

Vietnamese order is noun-adjective. Thus, the V-ing needs to be rendered so as it 

can modify the noun. 

Sample 1: “Raging Bull”: Bò điên 

Sample 2: “The Killing fields”: Những cánh đồng chết 

Sample 3: “Working Girl”: Cô gái chăm chỉ 

Sample 4: “The Dating Game”: Trò chơi hò hẹn 

Sample 5: “Training Day”: Ngày huấn luyện 

When the V-ing is a gerund, it behaves like a noun. However, the gerunds in 

English titles are often translated as verbs in Vietnamese so that they are more 

pleasing to the ear, for example, the word “việc” in “Việc Giải cứu binh nhì 

Ryan” will be omitted. A large number of titles can be found in this category. 

Sample 1: “Saving Private Ryan”: Giải cứu binh nhì Ryan 

Sample 2: “Coming Home”: Trở về nhà 

Sample 3: “Being Human”: Làm người 

Sample 4: “Finding Nemo”: Tìm kiếm Nemo 

Sample 5: “Singing in the Rain”: Hát trong mưa 

Sample 6: “Leaving Las Vegas”: Rời Las Vegas 
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Sample 7: “Changing Lanes”: Đổi ngôi 

Sample 8: “Sleeping with the Enemy”: Ngủ với kẻ thù 

Sample 9: “Driving Miss Daisy”: Làm lái xe cho bà Daisy 

Sample 10: “Avenging Angelo”: Báo thù cho Angelo 

                

Samples of literal translation in other languages: 

Samples in Germany: 

Source: http://german.about.com/library/blfilmt.htm 

No The original The translated The back-translated 

1.  Cats and Dogs Wie Katz und 
Hund 

Cats and Dogs 

2.  Charlie's Angels Drei Engel für 
Charlie 

Charlie's Angels 

3.  Dances with 
Wolves 

Der mit dem Wolf 
tanzt 

Dances with Wolves 

4.  Schindler's List Schindlers Liste Schindler's List 

5.  Six Days, Seven 
Nights 

Sechs Tage, 
sieben Nächte 

Six Days, Seven Nights 

6.  Side by Side Seite an Seite Side by Side 
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 Samples in Russia: 

Source: http://www.film.ru/afisha/movie.asp?code=BAT5 

No The original The translated The back-translated 

1.  Batman begins Бэтмен: начало  Batman begins 

2.  American Beauty Красота по-
американски 

American Beauty 

3.  The Silence of the 
Lambs 

Молчание ягнят Lambs in silence 

4.  One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo's Nest 

Пролетая над 
гнездом кукушки 

One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 
Nest 

5.  Panic Room Комната страха Panic Room 

6.  Sleeping with the 
enemy 

В постели с 
врагом 

Sleeping with the enemy 

 
 

3. Explication 

Briefly, explication means to embellish some more details to the title so that it is 

understandable and clear. It is a translation technique of clarification, explanation 

or interpretation, under which additional details must be taken from the movie. 

First, if titles are too abstract and vague to understand or too plain to attract the 

audience, they need explication. Second, if keeping the original title and 

translating literally fail to bring about a version that can enjoy a great vogue from 

the audience, explication should be employed. Third, if cultural resemblance 

between the Eastern and the Western countries is absent, explication can fill the 

gap. By explicating, titles will be more explicit and detailed to serve the movie 

story. The following cases can be taken into account. 
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The English title is a proper noun referring to characters and settings: 

Sample 1: “Shrek” may need no translation if we take the first 

technique. However, the name Shrek seems to be strange to most 

Vietnamese who hardly know about the William Steig's 1990 

fairy tale picture-book of the same name. Therefore, a little 

explanation should be given by adding more descriptions. The 

version “Shrek – gã chằn tinh tốt bụng” might be an acceptable 

explication, clearing off audience’s wonders: who Shrek is, what he is like and 

providing them a general look about the character. 

Sample 2: Many of Vietnamese people are familiar with 

Homer’s Illiad and the famous name of Troy. The title “Troy” 

itself can recall the audience a lot legendaries dated back 1193 

B.C in ancient Greek. However, it is better when the translator 

polishes the title with several descriptive words about Troy which 

is capable of covering the whole epic movie plot. “Trận chiến thành Troy” 

sounds vivider and more appealing than just “Troy”. 

Sample 3: “Sahara” can be applicable to the explication, too. 

The story is about the adventure of a lifetime of seeking out a lost 

Civil War battleship known as the "Ship of Death" in the deserts 

of West Africa. And Fafilm translators have an attractive 

translated title as “Sahara – con tàu tử thần” with the additional 

noun phrase “con tàu tử thần” translated from “Ship of Death” – the key detail in 

the movie. 
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The English title is in forms of V-ing: 

Sample 4: The “Sleeping Beauty” is an adaptation of the fairy tale of the same 

name telling about a princess who was cursed by a malevolent fairy and had to 

sleep for one hundred years in the wood waiting a kiss to be waked. Obviously, 

the version “Người đẹp ngủ trong rừng” or “Nàng công chúa ngủ trong rừng” 

sounds more romantic and beautiful than the simple title “Người đẹp đang ngủ”. 

 

 

 

 

The English title is a noun: 

Sample 5: The version “Hàm cá mập” translated from “Jaws” puts a strong 

impression on the audience with the supplementation of “cá mập” which enables 

us to imagine a bloodthirsty animal in the deep sea. It makes the title much more 

descriptive and sounds more fearful. 

 

Sample 6: The title “Se7ven” is another typical example of explication. “Seven” 

is nothing more than a number with Vietnamese equivalent word of “bảy”. 

Nonetheless, “bảy” is too monotonous and tedious to be a movie title. We should 
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take several details into account to find out the best translation, of which one of 

key detail is “the seven deadly sins” mentioned in the movie including Lust, 

Gluttony, Envy, Sloth, Pride and Wrath. Therefore, the version “Bảy trọng tội” is 

acceptable. 

 

 

 

 

 

The followings are titles which observe this technique. 

Samples in movie title translation in France: 

Source: http://www.monzy.com/?p=93 

No The original The translated The back-translated 

1.  Notting Hill Coup de foudre à 
Notting Hill 

Love at First Sight at Notting 
Hill 

2.  Air Bud Air Bud, star des 
paniers 

Air Bud the Basketball Star 

3.  Patch Adams Docteur Patch Doctor Patch 

4.   The Matrix Matrix to Les 
jeunes gens qui 
traversent les 
dimensions en 
portant des lunettes 
à soleil 

The Young People Who 
Traverse Dimensions While 
Wearing Sunglasses 
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4. Adaptation 

When the three techniques mentioned above fail to produce a good translation, 

adaptation is another choice. Adaptation is to change, to adjust or to modify some 

unique factors to the source-language (English) so that they are understandable to 

the readers of target language (Vietnamese). The unique factors may range from 

cultural information to linguistic elements such as idiom, pun/word-play, slang, 

fixed expression, terminology, etc, which are sometimes obstacles in finding the 

equivalence. Translators should firstly be aware of cultural factors, secondly stay 

sensitive to linguistic phenomenon so as to understand it deeply, aiming at an 

understandable, accepted and appreciated title in Vietnamese. 

Sample 1: Die hard is an idiom referring to one who 

stubbornly resists change or tenaciously adheres to a seemingly 

hopeless or outdated cause or “người kháng cự đến cùng, kẻ hết 

sức ngoan cố”. In comparison with the funny title “Chết khó”, 

which is literally translated from “Die hard”, the version “Tử 

thủ” shows more professionalism in translation and sounds like 

movie title. In addition, it can also convey the genre of the movie (action, 

thriller).  

Sample 2: “One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest” is a classic 

movie inspired by the same name novel of Ken Kesey. The 

story is about a guy named McMurphy who pretends to go 

insane to get out of the prison. He is sent to the madhouse and 

surprisingly, he fits in the new place frightening well. The 

translated title is often known widely as “Bay trên tổ chim Cúc cu” – a literally 

translated version. In English, the word “cuckoo” has two meanings: first, a 
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grayish European bird that has a characteristic two-note call and lays its eggs in 

the nests of birds of other species; second, a foolish or crazy person (slang). With 

no image of the cuckoo in the movie, obviously the “cuckoo” in the title implies 

the second meaning and in fact, the Cuckoo’s nest is the madhouse where 

McMurphy “flew over”. Although that translation sounds natural Vietnamese, “tổ 

chim Cúc cu” does not make sense to Vietnamese audience because of linguistic 

difference. Thus, the proper title should be “Bay trên nhà thương điên”. 

However, the proper one is not as popular as the improper one. 

Sample 3: Another idiom in movie titles can be seen in “Salt 

of the Earth”. The idiom “salt of the earth” in popular usage 

means a person of admirable character. Therefore, the version 

“Những người lương thiện” makes sense to Vietnamese 

audience better than “Muối của trái đất” which is translated 

literally. 

 

Sample 4: Perfect storm is a meteorological terminology used 

to describe a hypothetical hurricane that happens to hit the most 

vulnerable spot of a given region, at the highest possible 

intensity, and at the worst possible time and thus creates the 

worst possible damage (Wikipedia definition). With the given 

definition, the word “storm” should be rendered as “kinh hoàng” or “khủng 

khiếp” in Vietnamese, not “hoàn hảo” – a common meaning of “perfect”. 

Therefore, the movie title “The perfect storm” should be properly translated as 

“Cơn bão kinh hoàng”. 
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Sample 5: The movie title “As good as it gets” is an idiom 

used when you are saying that a situation is not going to get any 

better (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary). This idiom is 

right for the situation of the main character, Melvin Udall, an 

obsessive-compulsive writer who finds his life turned upside 

down when neighboring gay artist Simon is hospitalized and his 

dog is entrusted to him. In addition, Carol, the only waitress who will tolerate 

him, must leave work to care for her sick son, making it impossible for Melvin to 

eat breakfast. After many conflicts, the film ends with them walking into an 

uncertain but potentially bright future. Thus, the translation version “Không thể 

tốt hơn” is acceptable in terms of meaning. 

Sample 6: An intriguing sample can be found in “The seven-

year itch” which tells the story about a professional book 

reader for a publishing company, whose wife and son are on an 

ocean-side resort, tries to pass the lonely hours and fantasizes 

about a young model who is lodging temporarily in the 

apartment upstairs. And “the seven-year itch” is an informal, 

humorous and interesting idiom referring to the desire for new sexual experience 

that is thought to be felt after seven years of marriage as defined in Oxford 

dictionary. The equivalent expression in Vietnamese that can be used to translate 

this title can be “ham của lạ” or “chán cơm thèm phở” with similar humor and 

meaning. 

Sample 7: Another popular idiom is “once upon a time” that can be found in 

“Once upon a time in Mexico”. The idiom means “on some past occasion” 

which is translated successfully as “một thời”. The translation not only ensures 
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the proper meaning but also creates the feeling of nostalgia for the title. “Một 

thời ngang dọc ở Mexico” is such a wonderful translated title. The translation 

can be applied on many once-upon-a-time titles such as “Once upon a time in 

America”; “Once Upon a Time in the Midlands”; “Once upon a time in the 

west”; “A Father... A Son... Once Upon a Time in Hollywood”; “Once Upon a 

Time in China”; “Once Upon a Time in a Battlefield”; “Once Upon a Time... 

When We Were Colored”… 

 

 

Samples of movie title translation in China: 

Source: http://yingyu.jituo.net/english/113/18786.html 

No The original The translated The back-translated 

1.  Chickpeas 美国梦 Mei guo meng American dream  

2.  Hercules 大力士 Da li shi Great athlete  

3.  Forest Gump 阿甘正传  A gan 
zheng zhuan 

A Cam story (inspired by 
Lo Tan’s AQ story) 
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5. Providing a new title 

The linguistic barrier is sometimes too high to overcome, even with the help of 

the four techniques above. When translators fail to keep the original title,  to 

translate it literally, to explicate or to adapt it, they have to employ the last 

choice: to provide a new title. It is the freest technique of movie title translation, 

for translators are not bound by linguistic hindrances and their creativeness as 

well as imagination can work the best. They are free to select a new title that fits 

the movie plot, which depends on their taste and style. The technique aims at: 

- Making the movie title more idiomatic Vietnamese: 

Sample 1: “Kramer vs.  Kramer” tells us the story about Ted 

Kramer, a career man for whose work comes before his family, 

whose wife cannot take this anymore and decides to leave him. 

Ted is now faced with the tasks of housekeeping and taking 

care of himself and their young son Billy with a lot of 

difficulties. The translator catches the movie spirit and renames 

it as “Gà trống nuôi con” – a familiar Vietnamese idiom which is easier to 

understand than literally-translated title “Kramer chống lại Kramer”. 

Sample 2: A similar sample is “The lady-killers”, of which 

the movie plot is summarized in one Vietnamese proverb “Kẻ 

cắp gặp bà già”. The new title may originate from the tagline 

“The greatest criminal minds of all time have finally met their 

match”: the greatest criminal minds - a group of thieves and 

their match - a sharp old woman. In fact, the word “lady-killer” 

is a slang referring a man reputed to be exceptionally attractive to and often 

ruthless with women (The American Heritage Dictionaries Online). However, the 
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title does not imply this meaning, it is used in the literal sense: a group of 

criminals try to kill an old lady to cover up a clue. 

- Making the movie title more aesthetic: 

Sample 3: Sarah Nolan, a preschool teacher in her thirties, is 

recently divorced. Her family's new pet project is to find her a 

boyfriend. After a series of disastrous, but hilarious, dates she 

decides to swear off dating for good. Her well meaning family 

and friends are not going to let her give-up quite so easily though. 

Her sister enrolls her in on-line dating through the website 

perfectmatch.com and includes the condition of "must love dogs". And that 

condition becomes the movie title “Must love dogs”. It seems to be very simple 

to translate as “Phải yêu chó”. However, as a movie title, this translated one does 

not work much and it sounds funny. “Điều kiện cho một tình yêu” by VTC2 is 

one of successful new titles. 

- Making the movie title brief and concise: 

Sample 4: The title “The Englishman Who Went Up a Hill 

But Came Down a Mountain” may be the longest title in movie 

history. It is translated word by word as “Người đàn ông người 

Anh đi lên một quả đồi nhưng đi xuống một quả núi”. It is too 

lengthy and takes much space. Therefore, it is needed a new title 

and “Chuyện tình xứ Wales” (VTC2) is a choice, which can cover the story 

spirit. 

Sample 5: The same technique works with the movie “I know what you did last 

summer”. This is the statement in the letter sent to Julie after she and her three 

friends who were on summer holiday ran down a man on a cliffside road and 
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dumped him into water. The statement means “Tao biết bọn mày đã gây nên điều 

gì mùa hè vừa rồi” in Vietnamese. However, if that sentence played the role as 

the movie title, the literal translation fails to create an aesthetic feeling. It should 

be changed and “Kỳ nghỉ hè định mệnh” is one of suggestions.          

                     

- Dealing with homonymy: 

Sample 6: The movie is named “Rain man” because one of the character in the 

movie, the older brother Raymond Babbitt, an autistic, always fails to pronounce 

his own name Raymond right, but makes a sound of Rain Man. Therefore, the 

version “Người mưa” by Vnexpress or “Người đi dưới mưa” by VTV makes 

people bewildered and tells nothing about the story. It should be “Tình anh em” 

to perfectly match the plot. However, the “wrong” version seems once again 

more appealing. 
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Samples in movie title translation in Japan: 

Source: http://japanese.about.com/library/weekly/aa010701b.htm 

No The original The translated The back-translated 

1.  Sleeping with 
the Enemy 

Ai ga kowareru 
toki 

When love is broken 

2.  As Good As It 
Gets  

Renai shousetsuka 
A romance novel writer 

3.  Dying Young Ai no sentaku  The choice of love 

4.  Summertime Ryojou The Weary Heart of a Traveler 

5.  Waterloo 
Bridge 

Aishuu 
Sadness 

6.  Jerry Maguire Eijento The Agent 

7. Bonnie and Clyde Oretachi ni asu wa nai  There is no tomorrow for us 8.  Children of a Lesser God  Ai wa shizukesa no naka ni Love is in the silence  Samples in movie translation in Russia: Source: http://www.film.ru/afisha/movie.asp?Code=SGGIV No The original The translated The back-translated 1.  Some Like It Hot B джазе только девушки Girls only in the jazz band 2.  Something's Gotta Give Любовь по правилам и без True love 3.  The Perfect Storm  Идеальный шторм Disastrous storm 
4.  As Good as it Gets Лучше не бывает Can’t be better 
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I’ve have presented five major strategies for movie title translation. Due to 

many factors the same title can be rendered very differently in different countries. 

Let’s take the title “From Russia With Love” (1963) as a sample: 

Source: http://www.bondmusic.de/english/Translations.html 

Country The translated The back-translated 

Brazil Moscou Contra 007 Moscow against 007 
France French title: Bons baisers de 

Russie 
Nice Kisses From Russia 

Finland 007 Istanbulissa  007 at Istanbul 
Germany Liebesgrüsse aus Moskau Love Greetings From Moscow 
Italy A 007, dalla Russia con amore To 007, from Russia with love 
Spain De rusia con amor  From Russia With Love 
Sweden Agent 007 Ser Rött Agent 007 sees red  

 

In general, there is no optimal strategy for all translators to take and for titles to 

be translated It is the best if the five discussed strategies are put into practice in a 

flexible and creative way. 
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CHAPTER VI: SURVEY AND CONCLUSION 

A. Survey 

1. Introduction 

With a view to offering readers an overview of movie/movie title translation in 

Vietnam, a questionnaire is delivered to professional translators who are insiders 

of movie translation to have a look at their viewpoints. Most of them graduated 

from universities specialized in languages (Hanoi University of Foreign Studies, 

College of Foreign Language under Hanoi National University, Foreign Trade 

University…) and their opinions as well as practical experience may benefit 

HUFS students who are interested in translation. Through the survey conducted 

in forms of questionnaire, readers will get convinced with points presented in the 

study. 

2. Subjects 

The subjects of the survey include 40 professional movie translators working in 

VTC Telecommunication Joint Stock Company (65 Lac Trung, Hanoi), Hanoi 

Television (5 Huynh Thuc Khang), Vietnam Television (43 Nguyen Chi Thanh), 

Vietnam Cable Television under VTV (43 Nguyen Chi Thanh) and Q.net – the 

official distributor of HBO and CINEMAX in Vietnam. Their usual work is to 

translate movies shown in TV channels and subtitle films in Vietnamese. 

3. Questionnaire 

The questionnaire has 12 small questions including general and specific ones. It 

is composed in Vietnamese so as to save time and make it easy and convenient 

for participants to answer. In addition, Vietnamese questions can encourage them 
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to be willing to answer. Both Vietnamese and English versions are included in 

the Appendix. 

4. Report and analysis 

This part will present the percentage of each choice for each question and analyze 

major points of the questionnaire. 

Question 1: How long have you been working as an English movie translator? 

 < 3 years                     From 3 to 5 years               > 5 years 
 67.5% 12.5%  20% 

Most of respondents (67.5%) - English movie translators graduating from English 

Departments of universities in Hanoi are young with a few years of working 

experience. Despite few years’ seniority in translation, their answers and opinions 

about movie title translation are not very different from their senior colleagues’. 

Movie translation on the whole and title translation in particular are always tough 

for all. 

 

Question 2:  Which movie genres do you often translate? 
Action       Social drama      Science fiction      Others 
 41.2%  19.6%   21.56% 19.6% (comedy, 

horror, cartoon…) 

As professional movie translators, their work covers various movie genres 

including social drama, action, science fiction, comedy, horror, cartoon, 

adventure, epic, police, etc. When the vast majority of Korean films fall into 

social drama, Chinese ones – police and history, English ones made in 

Hollywood modern movie industry focus on action, science fiction, horror and 

genres that exploit and take advantages of movie magic and technology. As a 
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result, most of translators often deal with a lot of action (41.2%) and science 

fiction movies (21.56%) but not horror due to cultural censorship. 

Question 3: Which movie genres do you like to translate best? 
Action        Social drama      Science fiction      Others 
 26.9%  43.9% 14.6%  14.6% (police) 

The generality of translators (43.9%) fancy the social drama films which are 

defined as serious presentations or stories of life situations portraying realistic 

characters in conflict; showing us human beings at their best, their worst, and 

everything in-between. They often include current issues, social problems with 

everyday language which are closer and easier to translate than language in 

action or science fiction movies.  

 

Question 4: In your opinion, is it difficult or easy to translate movie language? 
Very difficult                Difficult                 Quite easy             Others (depending 

on each movie) 
17.5%  60% 12.5% 10% 

According to the table, a relatively high percentage of respondents choose the 

second option “Difficult” with 60% against 17.5%, 12.5% and 10% respectively 

for the first, third and last option. The difficulty is made from the three major 

obstacles listed in the Question 5. First, language used in movies is spoken 

language with plenty of slangs, idioms, jargons, dialects, puns, etc. Second, the 

cultural dissimilarity including way of thinking, lifestyle, living 

environment…sets up barriers for translators. Third, translators also have to come 

up against difficulties regarding to grammatical structure. Those make movie 

translation a demanding job. 
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Question 5: Which obstacles do you often face during movie translation? 
A lot of 
idioms, slangs, 
terminologies … 

Cultural 
differences 
 

Complicated 
sentence structures                                      

Other obstacles 

60.8% 16.7% 20.4% 2.1% 

It is not a surprising result when 60.8% define idioms, slangs, puns…as a 

frequent obstacle, since they seems to be inundated in movie language. Most of 

them are not translatable, for their meanings are metaphorical rather than literal. 

Thus, translators have to find the closest or most appropriate expression in 

Vietnamese language to deal with. Conformably to respondents’ opinions, 

cultural differences and complicated sentence structures cause them fewer 

troubles in translation with the rate of 16.7% and 20.4%. 

 

Question 6: How important is the title to the movie? 
Not important              Very important                         Others 
0% 95% 5% (quite important) 

There is broad and almost absolute consensus among translators on the Question 

6: 95% for the second choice confirming the importance of movie titles against 

5% for the third choice with the moderate level of importance. The significance 

of movie titles seems to be undeniable. As discussed in the Chapter III, part 1, the 

movie title is weighty for its three fundamental functions: identification of the 

movie, increase of promotional effectiveness and artistic effects. Being aware of 

its significance, translators have to translate so that the title can fulfill its 

function. 
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Question 7: Is movie title the most difficult part to translate? 
Yes          No            Depending on each movie title   
15% 15% 70% 

This question receives the highest rate of 70% for the last option stating that 

whether movie title translation is difficult or not depends on the title itself. 

Generally, titles do not puzzle translators all the time, some are as easy as ABC 

and some take a lot of time and effort to translate. Thus, 70% for the third choice 

is reasonable and explainable.   

 

Question 8: What is/are your approach(es) to movie title translation? 
Literal translation 24.1% 
Explication    27.6% 
Translating it last                    23% 
Translating it first   3.4% 
Providing a new title               1.1% 
Carefully selecting words       20.8% 
Your own way 0% 

In terms of translation methods, the first two options are the most-chosen ones 

with the respective rate of 24.1% and 27.6%. Of which, the technique of 

explication is the most frequently used by translators, then the literal translation. 

The strategy explication selected by most of the translators is often accompanied 

by “translating it last” (with 23%) or “carefully selecting words” (with 20.8%). It 

means explication can only be employed when the translator has watched, 

translated the whole film and become cognizant of what it is about. Few of them 

give a tick to “translating it first” (only 3.4%) and “providing a new title” (1.1%).  
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Question 9: What is a well-translated movie title?   
Brief & 
accurate 

Impressive, 
curiosity-arousing        

Natural 
Vietnamese  

Aesthetic         All                                              Others 

25% 14.6% 0% 14.6% 43.8% 2%  

As high as 43.8% of respondents mark the fifth choice which describes that an 

ideal title should be brief, accurate, impressive, curiosity-arousing, natural 

Vietnamese and aesthetic. In fact, all these criteria imply movie title’s functions. 

It is brief and impressive to be kept in readers’ mind.; concise and curiosity-

arousing to stimulate viewers’ desire for watching; natural Vietnamese and 

aesthetic to be accepted and enjoyed. 

The other 25% think briefness and accuracy are necessary and sufficient features 

of a well-translated title. Aestheticism is chosen by 14.6% of translators. 

Surprisingly, few movie translators take notice of the third option: natural 

Vietnamese. When delivering the survey, Ms. Bich Huong in VTC2 told me that 

unlike other types of translation such as literature translation, it was not very 

essential for a translated title to sound natural Vietnamese. This opinion is shared 

by majority of movie translators and it is proved by the fact that none of them 

give a tick to this feature (0%). A typical sample is the title “Lord of the rings” 

which is known as “Chúa tể của những chiếc nhẫn” after being released in 

Vietnam. According to Duong Tuong – a prestigious novel translator, this version 

does not sound like Vietnamese language, for Vietnamese people often say Chúa 

tể rừng xanh, Thần đèn, Thần lửa, Thần mưa, etc omitting the word “của”. And 

he suggests “Chúa nhẫn” as a translated version. However, the first version is so 

widely accepted that it does not need a change. 
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Question 10: What is the most important characteristic of a translated title? 
Brief 
and 
concise            

Impressive, 
curiosity-
arousing         

Natural 
Vietnamese  
 

Aesthetic                       Accurate   Others 

21.2% 21.2% 7.6% 11.5% 38.5% 0% 

According to 38.5% of respondents, accuracy is the most important characteristic 

of a translated title. Noticeably, accuracy does not imperatively refer to the 

Vietnamese equivalent for each word in the original title. It also means the 

content conveyed in the translated title. However, some may argue that the title 

should not summarize the movie plot, for viewers can predict the content and 

their desire for watching will go down, as said in the article “Làm ơn, dịch tên 

phim cho văn minh!” posted by a pen-name Kien on page 32 and 33 Hoa Hoc Tro 

(Students’ Flower), dated April 17th 2006. To some extent, the viewpoint is 

partially reasonable, for most of teenagers are interested in unpredictable stories 

and surprising story-line. The article cites the translated title “Kẻ tống tình” and 

blames the translator for revealing the plot. However, in fact, a title can only 

reflex the movie plot and it can not tell everything about the movie. For example, 

the “Kẻ tống tình” enables the most imaginative readers to think about a general 

plot that a person may be blackmailed by another for a reason relating to love. 

And only by watching the whole movie can viewers still enjoy and discover 

plenty of surprising and unforeseen details that the title does not cover. Thus, the 

argument is proved to be unpersuasive and the accuracy of the title is selected as 

the most important feature by majority of professional translators.  

The other features respectively are voted at the rate of 21.2%, 21.2%, 7.6% and 

11.5%. In summary, the accuracy is indispensable in the translated title, however, 

it needs to be supported by other features.  
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Question 11: What do you think about translated movie titles on TV and 
cinemas in Hanoi? 
Well-translated                      Not good     Quite good Others (Abstract, 

unintelligible)             
17.5% 42.5% 32.5% 7.5% 

Viewpoints over this question include both appreciation with 50% (well-

translated: 17.5%, quite good: 32.5%) and negative assessment (not good: 

42.5%). Anyway, most of the movies shown on TV and cinemas have succeeded 

in attracting the viewers and increasing the profit thanks to the remarkable 

contribution of translated titles. 

 

Question 12: Which movie title do you like best? (Please note down both the 
original and translated title) 
The original:………………………………   
The translated:……………………………. 

Most of favorite titles listed by translators are translated from well-known titles 

and they meet the requirements of a translated title in the best way. They vary in 

terms of translation techniques, genres and tastes. For more information, please 

look at Appendices. 
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CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSION 

The graduation paper has presented basic points relating to English movie title 

translation. Readers have been provided with titles’ functions and characteristics. 

In general, like newspaper headlines, movie titles are brief and concise with 

content included, however, what they convey are not only figures and events but 

also aesthetic and artistic feelings to readers. In addition, principles in movie title 

translation are also given. A good translation needs to be faithful, communicable 

and natural while a good translated movie title has other specific requirements 

such as: commercial and aesthetic effects. 

Then, 5 major strategies have been suggested as general guidelines for various 

relevant subjects, namely:  

 - Keeping the original title 

 - Literal translation 

 - Explication 

 - Adaptation 

 - Providing a new title 

Advantages and disadvantages of each strategy as well as when to employ each 

one have been pointed out in the chapter V. Plenty of translated movie titles in 

Vietnam and other countries are listed and discussed so as to make strategies 

clearer and more persuasive and help readers draw a comparison between titles 

translated into Vietnamese and other languages. 

Finally, the paper has gone through a survey with 12 questions delivered to 

professional movie translators in Hanoi. After a waiting of over a month, 40 
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copies were collected and the information was put under careful assessment and 

analysis. Time and effort poured on the survey show its significance and 

necessity to the whole paper, since it plays the role of factual references and aims 

at strengthening presented points in the research. Besides, readers may also find 

valuable and practical experience in movie title translation. 

However, a 60-page research is unable to wrap up all aspects of movie title 

translation and present every point in detail. There are several points that I have 

desired to mention before getting to work on my research. Nonetheless, I have to 

leave them behind due to the scope and limited time of the research. Firstly, more 

illustrating samples for each translation strategy are needed so that suggested 

strategies would be analyzed more deeply and comprehensively. Secondly, the 

paper would be better if a translated title is accompanied with the translator’s 

name. Yet it seems to be unfeasible to look for the name, for it is never found on 

a movie advertising banner at cinemas. Thirdly, my survey can only reach movie 

translators who translate movies shown on TV, not ones working in cinemas, as it 

needs much time and relationship to deliver the questionnaire. I hope to be 

offered a chance to better my research. 

Movie translation is far from simple, particularly title translation is never an easy 

work for those who are serious in work. In order to produce an intriguing title, it 

is needed both responsibility and creativeness from translators. Hopefully, the 

number of successful translated titles will be on the rise to satisfy more and more 

movie fans and Vietnamese movie industry will develop rapidly to create a 

chance of studying the translation of Vietnamese movie titles into English. 
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Related information:  

This is a speech about the award for best title translation voted by the UCSD 

Guardian - official newspaper of the University of California, San Diego, 

retrieved from http://www.ucsdguardian.org/cgi-bin/hiatus?art=2003_03_13_01. 

It shows that movie title translation is highly appreciated in the world. 

Best Title Translation Award:  

"Changing Lanes" as "Out of Control" in Latin America  

Ladies and gentlemen, it is a great honor to present a unique new category for 

film recognition: the Best Title Translation Award. This award depends on 

Hollywood's international viewers and film junkies, who dutifully change the 

given English titles of films into their own respective languages. When these new 

titles are translated back into English, the results are award-worthy.  

In order to win this award, the translation of the English title must communicate 

more about the film or those who are in it than the original title. Past winners 

have included "Babe," (1995) which was translated from a Chinese dialect to 

English as "I May Be a Pig, but I'm Not Stupid." Avid cinema-goers will agree 

that this new title is a more appropriate synopsis of the film's plot and characters.  

But who can forget the 2001 winner, "Not Another Teen Movie," whose 

translation from Spanish, "Another Stupid American Film," helped the film claim 

its award. This new title probably enhanced ticket sales in Spain because who 

honestly wants to miss a chance to laugh at Americans? But one can't help 

wondering: Had the Spanish-to-English version of the title been used in the 

United States, would ticket sales have been any lower?  
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Now let's consider this year's nominations. Members of the 2002 anti-Academy 

had to consider translation gems from Latin America. The translation, "A Big 

Boy" for "About a Boy," starring Hugh Grant left anti-Academy members 

wondering who the "big boy" was meant to be: Hugh Grant or his co-star, 

Nicholas Hoult. Another contender included "Deadly Calculation," the eerie 

Latin American translation for "Murder by Numbers," starring Sandra Bullock.  

After much deliberation, the members of the anti-Academy voted, and take great 

pleasure in presenting this year's Best Title Translation Award to "Changing 

Lanes" for its Latin American translation: "Out of Control." The voting members 

of the anti-Academy felt that this translation best articulated the current state of 

Ben Affleck's career and love life.  

Mara Evans  

Senior Staff Writer  
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CÂU HỎI ĐIỀU TRA DÀNH CHO CÁC BIÊN DỊCH 
PHIM NƯỚC NGOÀI 

 
Họ và tên: 
Nơi làm việc: 
 
Xin anh/chị vui lòng trả lời một số câu hỏi sau đây. 
 
1. Anh/chị đã làm công tác dịch phim trong khoảng thời gian là bao lâu? 
    Dưới 3 năm                      Từ 3 đến 5 năm         Trên 5 năm  
2. Anh/chị thường dịch thể loại phim nào? 
   Hành động Tâm lý xã hội Khoa học viễn tưởng Thể loại khác (xin viết rõ)…... 
3. Anh/chị thích dịch thể loại phim nào nhất? 
   Hành động Tâm lý xã hội Khoa học viễn tưởng Thể loại khác (xin viết rõ)…... 
4. Theo anh/chị dịch ngôn ngữ trong phim khó hay dễ? 
   Rất khó      Khó                Tương đối dễ             Ý kiến khác……………….. 
5. Những khó khăn mà anh/chị thường gặp phải khi dịch phim là gì? 
   Nhiều thành ngữ, thuật ngữ, tiếng lóng                  Khác biệt văn hóa 
   Cấu trúc câu khó diễn đạt    Khó khăn khác………………………………………… 
6. Theo anh/chị tên phim đóng vai trò như thế nào đối với cả bộ phim? 
   Không có vai trò gì              Rất quan trọng           Ý kiến khác………………….. 
7. Tên phim có phải là phần khó dịch nhất không? 
   Đúng         Sai                 Tùy tên phim             Ý kiến khác…………………... 
8. Anh/chị thường dịch tên phim theo cách nào? (có thể đánh dấu 2 ô trở lên) 
   Dịch sát tên gốc                   Làm rõ tên phim dựa vào nội dung phim    
   Dịch đầu tiên                     Dịch cuối cùng 
   Đặt lại tên phim                   Lựa chọn từ ngữ kĩ càng  Cách riêng……………….. 
9. Tên phim dịch hay cần đảm bảo yếu tố gì?   
   Ngắn gọn, chính xác           Ấn tượng, gợi sự tò mò           Thuần Việt  
   Có tính nghệ thuật              Cả 4 yếu tố     Yếu tố khác………………………… 
10. Tiêu chí quan trọng nhất để đánh giá một tên phim được dịch hay là gì? 
   Ngắn gọn, súc tích              Ấn tượng, gợi sự tò mò           Thuần Việt  
   Có tính nghệ thuật              Chính xác          Tiêu chí khác……………………. 
11. Anh/chị nhận xét gì về tên các bộ phim được chiếu ngoài rạp và trên TV nói chung? 
   Được dịch hay                    Dịch chưa đạt     
   Trừu tượng, khó hiểu           Ý kiến khác………………………………………….. 
12. Anh/chị tâm đắc với tên phim nào nhất? (Xin vui lòng viết cả tên gốc và tên dịch) 
   Tên gốc:………………………………………… 
   Tên dịch:……………………………………….. 
 
Cám ơn anh/chị đã dành thời gian trả lời câu hỏi. 
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QUESTIONAIRE FOR FOREIGN MOVIE 
TRANSLATORS 

Name: 
Workplace: 
 
Please answer the following questions by giving a tick (√√√√ ) for your choice 
 
1. How long have you been working as a foreign movie translator? 
    < 3 years                    From 3 to 5 years               > 5 years  
2. Which movie genres do you often translate? 
   Action       Social drama      Science fiction      Others (please write down)…... 
3. Which movie genres do you like to translate best? 
    Action     Social drama      Science fiction        Others (please write down …... 
4. In your opinion, is it difficult or easy to translate movie language? 
   Very difficult                Difficult                 Quite easy             Others……….. 
5. Which obstacles do you often face during movie translation? 
   A lot of idioms, terminologies and slangs                          Cultural differences 
   Complicated sentence structures                                      Other obstacles………….. 
6. How important is the movie title to the movie? 
   Not important               Very important                         Others…………………… 
7. Is it the most difficult to translate the movie title? 
   Yes         No           Depending on each movie title  Others………………….... 
8. How do you often translate the movie titles?(more than 2 options is possible) 
   Literal translation                   Explication    
   Translating it first                Translating it last                    
   Providing a new title              Carefully selecting words      Your own way…… 
9. What is a well-translated movie title?   
   Brief and accurate        Impressive, curiosity-arousing       Natural Vietnamese  
   Aesthetic                    All                                            Others……………… 
10. What is the most important characteristic of a translated title? 
   Brief and concise        Impressive, curiosity-arousing        Natural Vietnamese  
   Aesthetic                   Accurate                                      Others……………... 
11. What do you think about translated movie titles on TV and cinemas in Vietnam? 
    Well-translated                      Not good     
    Abstract, unintelligible            Others…………………...……………………… 
12. Which movie title do you like best? (Please note down both the original and translated 
title) 
   The original:………………………………… 
   The translated:………………………………. 
 
Thank you for your time! 
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         LIST OF TRANSLATORS 

DOING THE QUESTIONAIRE 
No Name Favourtie movie title Workplace 
1.  Đặng Thị Dung Chikenrun (Phi đội gà 

bay) 
VTC2 

2.  Phan Lệ Hằng Once upon a time in 
Mexico (Một thời oanh 
liệt ở Mexico) 

VTC2 

3.  Mai Thủy Minh None  VTC2 
4.  Phạm Thị Bích 

Hường 
Killing me softly (Nỗi 
đam mê chết người) 

VTC2 

5.  Lê Hương None VTC2 
6.  Đặng Thùy Dung Road to Perdition (Con 

đường diệt vong) 
VTC2 

7.  Trần Thị Kim Lan None VCTV 
8.  Nguyễn Hoàng 

Hương 
A streetcar named desire 
(Chuyến tàu mang tên dục 
vọng) 

VCTV 

9.  Vũ Tuyết Nhung Memories of a Gheisa 
(Hồi ức một Gheisa) 

VCTV 

10.  Phạm Quỳnh Chi None VCTV 
11.  Nguyễn VănTài Empire (Đế chế) VCTV 
12.  Lê Thị Hà Cradle to grave (Vào sinh 

ra tử) 
VCTV 

13.  Nguyễn Văn Thành Catch me if you can (Nếu 
giỏi hãy bắt tôi) 

VCTV 

14.  Đặng Vân Nhật Linh None VCTV 
15.  Đỗ Bích Thủy None VCTV 
16.  Vũ Thị Phương I know what you did last 

summer (Kì nghỉ hè định 
mệnh) 

Q.net 

17.  Nguyễn Ngọc Tropical snow (Tuyết 
nhiệt đới) 

Q.net 

18.  Phạm Thị Hằng A smile like yours (Nụ 
cười giống em) 

Q.net 

19.  Phạm Kiều Linh After the sunset (Sau ánh 
hoàng hôn) 

Q.net 
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20.  Nguyễn Thu Hương In the mood for love (Tâm 
trạng khi yêu) 

Q.net 

21.  Đỗ Mạnh Nghĩa Real women have curves 
(Phụ nữ đích thực phải có 
đường cong) 

Q.net 

22.  Thái Trần Anh Tuấn None Q.net 
23.  Nguyễn Kiều Linh Constantine (Constantine) Q.net 
24.  Đỗ Thanh Bình Broken palace (Hy vọng 

sụp đổ) 
VTV 

25.  Nguyễn Anh Tuấn None VTV 
26.  Lê Phương Anh She’s the one (Nàng là số 

một) 
VTV 

27.  Trần Trường Giang Catch me if you can (Hãy 
bắt tôi nếu có thể) 

VTV 

28.  Lê Phương Anh First power (Quyền lực tối 
thượng) 

VTV 

29.  Trần Phương Hà None VTV 
30.  Lê Văn Thắng The lady-killers (Kẻ cắp 

gặp bà già) 
VTV 

31.  Trần Thắng None VTV 
32.  Nguyễn Quốc Đạt Consequence (Hậu quả) VTV 
33.  Quỳnh Chi Sweet November (Tháng 

11 ngọt ngào) 
VTV 

34.  Ngô Phương True lie (Lời nói dối ngọt 
ngào) 

VTV 

35.  Nguyễn Xuân Hùng Matrix reloaded (Ma trận 
tái nạp) 

VTV 

36.  Chi Mai The Lazarus child (Đứa 
con của thần phục sinh) 

VTV 

37.  Nguyễn Thuý Hạnh Scamp’s adventure (Cuộc 
phiêu lưu của chú chó 
Scamp) 

HTV 

38.  Nguyễn Hồng Sơn Voyage to Casablanca (Du 
lịch tới Casablanca) 

HTV 

39.  Nguyễn Hồng Linh Peter Pan (Chú bé Peter 
Pan) 

HTV 

40.  Nguyễn Thu Hà Scooby Doo (Chú chó 
Scooby Doo) 

HTV 
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LIST OF MOVIE TITLES IN THE RESEARCH 

 

No English movie title                               Vietnamese title 
1.  A Beautiful Mind Một tâm hồn đẹp 
2.  A Nightmare on Elm Street Cơn ác mộng trên phố Elm 
3.  A Space Odyssey Hành trình vào không gian 
4.  Along Came Polly Từ khi có Polly 
5.  Amadeus Mozart 
6.  American Beauty Vẻ đẹp Mỹ 
7.  Annie Hall Annie Hall 
8.  As good as it gets Không thể tốt hơn 
9.  Avenging Angelo Báo thù cho Angelo 
10.  Batman Người dơi 
11.  Being Human Làm người 
12.  Ben Hur Ben Hur 
13.  Bonnie and Clyde Cặp bài trùng 
14.  Braveheart Trái tim dũng cảm 
15.  Bridget Jones’ Diary Nhật ký tiểu thư Jones 
16.  Brokeback Mountain  Núi Brokeback 
17.  Casablanca Casablanca 
18.  Catch me if you can Nếu giỏi hãy bắt tôi 
19.  Changing Lanes Đổi ngôi 
20.  Chicago Chicago 
21.  Chickenrun Phi đội gà bay 
22.  Closer Xích lại gần nhau 
23.  Coming Home Trở về nhà 
24.  Derailed Kẻ tống tình 
25.  Die Hard Tử thủ 
26.  Driving Miss Daisy Làm lái xe cho bà Daisy 
27.  Elektra Sát thủ Elektra 
28.  Elizabethtown Thị trấn tình yêu 
29.  Evelyn Evelyn 
30.  Fever Pitch Cơn sốt tình yêu 
31.  Finding Nemo Tìm kiếm Nemo 
32.  Flightplan Chuyến bay kinh hoàng 
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33.  Forrest Gump Forrest Gump 
34.  Goldfinger Ngón tay vàng 
35.  Head over Heels Bắt được tình yêu 
36.  Home alone Ở nhà một mình 
37.  I am Sam Tôi là Sam 
38.  I know what you did last 

summer 
Kỳ nghỉ hè định mệnh 

39.  Independence Day Ngày độc lập 
40.  Interview with the Vampire Phỏng vấn ma cà rồng 
41.  Jaws Hàm cá mập 
42.  Just Like Heaven Hồn yêu 
43.  Just Married Yêu là cưới? 
44.  King Kong King Kong 
45.  Kramer vs.  Kramer Gà trống nuôi con 
46.  Leaving Las Vegas Rời Las Vegas 
47.  Life is beautiful Cuộc sống tươi đẹp 
48.  Lost horizon Chân trời bị lãng quên 
49.  Love Story Chuyện tình 
50.  Manhattan Manhattan  
51.  Men in black Người mặc đồ đen 
52.  Mission: Impossible Nhiệm vụ bất khả thi 
53.  Mr. & Mrs. Smith Ông bà Smith 
54.  Murder at 1600 Án mạng tại Nhà Trắng 
55.  Must love dogs Điều kiện cho một tình yêu 
56.  Notting Hill Đồi Notting  
57.  Ocean’s Eleven 11 tên cướp thế kỷ 
58.  One Flew Over the Cuckoo's 

Nest 
Bay qua nhà thương điên/Bay 
trên tổ chim Cúc cu 

59.  Panic Room Căn phòng đáng sợ 
60.  Pearl Harbor Trân Châu Cảng 
61.  Pirates of the Caribbean Những tên cướp biển vùng 

Caribe 
62.  Raging Bull Bò điên 
63.  Rain man Tình anh em 
64.  Red Eye Mắt đỏ 
65.  Road to Perdition Con đường diệt vong 
66.  Romeo and Juliet Romeo và Juliet 
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67.  Sahara Sahara – con tàu tử thần 
68.  Salt of the Earth Những người lương thiện 
69.  Saving Private Ryan Giải cứu binh nhì Ryan 
70.  Schindler's List Danh sách Schindler 
71.  Se7ven Bảy trọng tội 
72.  Shakespeare in Love Shakespeare đang yêu 
73.  Shrek Shrek – gã chằn tinh tốt bụng 
74.  Sin City Thành phố tội ác 
75.  Singing in the Rain Hát trong mưa 
76.  Sleeping Beauty Người đẹp ngủ trong rừng 
77.  Sleeping with the Enemy Ngủ với kẻ thù 
78.  Sleepless In Seattle Không ngủ ở Seattle 
79.  Something’s gotta give Giữ lấy yêu thương 
80.  Spartacus Spartacus 
81.  Star Wars Chiến tranh giữa các vì sao 
82.  Starsky and Hutch Cớm chìm, cớm nổi 
83.  Ten things I hate about you 10 điều tôi ghét bạn 
84.  The Dating Game Trò chơi hò hẹn 
85.  The Englishman Who Went 

Up a Hill But Came Down a 
Mountain  

Chuyện tình xứ Wales 

86.  The Godfather Bố già 
87.  The Killing fields Những cánh đồng chết 
88.  The lady-killers Kẻ cắp gặp bà già 
89.  The Lion King Vua sư tử 
90.  The Matrix Ma trận 
91.  The Mummy Xác ướp Ai Cập 
92.  The Perfect storm Cơn bão kinh hoàng 
93.  The Piano Dương cầm 
94.  The Ring Vòng tròn tử thần 
95.  The Silence of the Lambs Sự im lặng của bầy cừu 
96.  The world is not enough Thế giới không đủ 
97.  Titanic Titanic 
98.  Tomorrow never dies Ngày mai không lụi tàn 
99.  Toy Story Câu chuyện đồ chơi 
100. Training Day  Ngày huấn luyện 
101. Troy Trận chiến thành Troy 
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102. Wimbledon Mắc lưới tình yêu 
103. Win a date with Tad 

Hamilton 
Thế mới là yêu 

104. Wizard of Oz Phù thủy xứ Oz 
105. Working Girl Cô gái chăm chỉ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


